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7ActivityLegends Around the World

1. The Weeping Woman.

2. The Origin of  Corn.

3. The Wooden Horse of 
Troy.

4. The Legend of Añañuca.

⚫ ⚫

⚫ ⚫

⚫ ⚫

⚫ ⚫

a. Legend from U.S.A.

b. Legend from Chile.

c. Legend from Mexico.

d. Legend from Greece.

4th Grade
           Unit  8

1

Read  and Match .



7Activity

Beginning Middle End

Parts of a Legend

✓ Describe the setting and introduce the Characters.

✓ Describe what happened in the legend. What is the problem?

✓ Explain how do they solved the problem and how the story ends.

Read ,  Write .

* Read your favorite legend and write in their corresponding box. 

Think  and

4th Grade
      Unit  8
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7ActivityIdentifying Legends

The Origin of 
Corn

The Wooden 
Horse of Troy 

1 32 4

4th Grade
           Unit  8

3

Cut  and Glue .

Añañuca

Look , Read ,

The Weeping 
Woman



7Activity

1.  The Greek Warriors had been trying
      to reach the wall around Troy for about
      ten years. Odysseus, a Greek general, had 
      an idea. His plan was to build a  beautiful 
      and  gigantic wooden horse…

Legends

2. The Aztec people sent  their priests
     to ask Quetzalcoatl for help. He answered
     that  he would go  and bring them back this 

precious food. All the other gods  used force,
but he decided to use  something more powerful:
intelligence.

4th Grade
           Unit  8

4

Read  , Guess , Draw  and Color .



7ActivityCharacter or Legend

1. Horseman

2. The Wooden Horse of Troy          

3. A woman                                       

4. The Weeping Woman                 

5. The Headless Horseman              

6. Ant                                                   

7. The Legend of Maize                    

8. The Greek Warriors                      

4th Grade
           Unit  8

5

Read  and

*Read the list on the left and underline the correct answer.

Character      Legend

Character      Legend

Character      Legend

Character      Legend

Character      Legend

Character      Legend

Character      Legend

Character      Legend

Underline.



7Activity

a. The tale of The Rabbit on the Moon is one 
of many Mexican folktales about the moon;

b. It tells the tale of how Mayan God 
Quetzalcoatl decided to travel around the 
world in human form.

c. The rabbit told him he looked: tired, sad, 
worried and hungry.

d. After much exploration, Quetzalcoatl was 
tired and needed to rest. 

e. What did he notice when he was 
contemplating the scenery?

f. It was so amazing!

PERIOD
Marks the end of a sentence.

QUESTION MARK
Indicates the end of a question.

EXCLAMATION POINT
Is used to end a dramatic sentence or 
statement.

COMMA
Indicates a natural pause in a sentence 
and separates items in a list.

COLON
Precedes an explanation of an example 
of what has  gone before a list.

SEMI-COLON
Is used to separate two sentences that 
are related.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

4th Grade
Unit 8

6Punctuation Marks
Review

Read  and Match .



7ActivityThe Legend of the
Rabbit on the Moon

The tale of the Rabbit on the Moon is one of many
Mexican folktales about the moon; it tells the tale of
how Mayan God Quetzalcoatl decided to travel around
the world in human form. After much exploration,
Quetzalcoatl was tired and needed to rest.

He sat on a rock and contemplated the clear skies that
were illuminated by the stars. What did he notice
when he was contemplating the scenery?
He noticed a small rabbit was eating grass next to him.
Quetzalcoatl asked the rabbit what he was eating and
the rabbit offered to share his food with him. The God
didn’t accept his offering and said that “Humans don’t
eat grass”. The rabbit told him he looked: tired, sad,
worried and hungry. The God thanked the rabbit for
his gesture and told him that kindness like his would
always be remembered.

Legend says “He picked up the rabbit and took him to
the moon”. It was so amazing!

Beginning:
____________________________________
____________________________________

Middle:
____________________________________
____________________________________

End:
____________________________________
____________________________________

Characters:
____________________________________
____________________________________

4th Grade
           Unit  8

7

Read  and Write .

*Remember to use the punctuation marks on Activity 7.



7ActivityRobin Hood Vocabulary

archer    criminal    feather    forest    money     poor   rich   rob

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

Word Bank

4th Grade
           Unit  8

8

Read  , Write  and Color .



7Activity

*Chose a legend from the unit and draw in a white sheet of paper four events from it, write a short description

to create an Illustrated Diary. Look at the example below. 

Material: White sheet of paper, markers and drawings of your favorite legend.

Example:

4th Grade
           Unit  8

9Illustrated Diary

Read  , Write  .Draw  and

Robin Hood is an extremely smart 
and skillful archer.

He gave money to the poor.

Most people thought Sherwood
Forest  was a dangerous place.

He became famous for stealing
from the rich and giving to the poor.
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